In November 2021, Governor Kathy Hochul signed a bill into law that permanently gave New York not-for-profit corporations and religious corporations the ability to hold virtual meetings beyond the expiration of any emergency declarations related to COVID-19. Although the new laws made the option of virtual meetings permanent, “secular” not-for-profit corporations and religious corporations were treated differently. A “secular” not-for-profit corporation’s board of directors could choose to hold an “all virtual” meeting (where attendance is solely by means of electronic communication, with no “in person” attendance) or a hybrid meeting (where some attend by means of electronic communication, and others attend “in person”), if such meetings were not prohibited by the organization’s certificate of incorporation or bylaws. Religious corporations, however, were not permitted to hold hybrid meetings, and could only hold all virtual meetings if the board of trustees (by whatever name, e.g., board of elders, church council, etc.) allowed it. Under the “new” November 2021 amendments, unlike corporations formed under the N-PCL, meetings of religious corporations could not be held partially virtually—they must be held either entirely in person or entirely virtually.

That is no more.

On August 17, 2022, Governor Hochul signed into law Chapter 518 of the Laws of 2022, which repealed the “old” November 2021 amendments to RCL § 28 and replaced it with a new § 28, which now allows religious corporations to conduct virtual and hybrid meetings as any “secular” not-for-profit corporation can.

The full text of the new RCL § 28, which took effect immediately, follows:

RCL § 28. Electronic meetings

Notwithstanding any provision of law, certificate of incorporation or by-laws to the contrary, if the board of trustees of a religious corporation is authorized to determine the place of trustee meetings, corporate meetings, congregant or membership meetings, the board of trustees may, in its sole discretion, determine that the meeting shall be held partially or solely by means of electronic communication. In the case of a meeting held solely by electronic communication, the electronic service and/or platform through which the meeting is held shall be the place of the meeting for purposes of this chapter. Meetings conducted partially or solely by means of electronic communications in reliance upon this section and any individual’s electronic participation in such meetings shall be subject to those guidelines and procedures as the board of trustees adopts.